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Anyone wishing to take their blogging forward must read these
tips. Thank you. Find more information about the actual topic
and using the software: types // Type for holding the path of

choice to a "channel". // An SIP provider may use several
channels to send requests to a single server. type Channel
struct { // Used to track the payload associated with this

channel. If non-nil, // the value is the key of the payload that
should be available via // a GetPayload() call on this channel.

Content *string // The URL or URL-template used to connect to
the SIP proxy. Url string // The (possibly empty) list of numbers

to which the proxy will forward // incoming calls. It uses the
following format for parsing: // ';' separated: // ',' separated: , //
',' separated, no whitespace: ,, // ';' separated, no whitespace: //
Note: the last case is checked to see if the number is explicitly
// set, in which case it is returned. ForwardingNumbers []string
// The (possibly empty) list of hostnames that should be listed

in a // 'Contact' header, separated by commas. If the list is
empty, // then, by default, the 'Contact' header will list the url
passed to // Dialer(). Hosts []string // The (possibly empty) list
of SIP user names that should be listed in // a 'From' header,

separated by commas. If the list is empty, // the default value
for Dialer().From
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